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This study presents a systematic decomposition process to carry out assembly synth
a tool during the conceptual design phase of a product. Two configurations obtaine
structural topology optimization are decomposed automatically into assemblies cons
of multiple members with simpler geometries. Generating topology graphs for both p
ucts, the search for an optimal decomposition can then be posed as a graph partiti
problem. Considering the complexity and the corresponding computational overhe
the problem, a steady-state genetic algorithm is employed as the optimization metho
final objective function attempts to find a solution that brings about two structures
maximum structural strength, maximum assemblability, and one or more componen
can be shared by both products. The software implementation is carried out and a b
frame design problem is solved using the procedure. It is observed that the algo
manages to find an acceptable solution, allowing the commonality of one compon
both end products and still maintaining a good structural strength a
assemblability.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1667890#
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1 Introduction
Product design is a process in which many product attribu

such as cost, performance, manufacturability, safety, and
sumer appeal are considered together. Thus, in virtually all ca
designers are forced to make trade-offs among competing crit
At each stage of the design cycle, solutions are evaluated
reevaluated in the light of a diverse ensemble of objectives.

The time and cost involved in making engineering changes
crease rapidly as the product development process evolves. E
anticipation and avoidance of manufacturing and assembly p
lems can have a huge impact in reducing the product developm
time @1#.

Most structural products are manufactured through assemb
various components which have simpler geometries than the
product. The decision of which components are better to assem
together to achieve a certain end product is defined asassembly
synthesis@2#. Since assembly is typically the final major manufa
turing process, it can bring to light problems that arise at ear
stages in the manufacturing system@3#.

During conceptual design, teams of designers generally b
to develop a new product by sketching its general shape on pa
This ‘‘back of the envelope’’ approach is a key aspect of t
creative thought process. As a tool for the engineers during
brain-storming period, this project, based on our earlier w
@2–5#, aims at achieving a systematic decomposition proces
carry out assembly synthesis. The presented approach inten
provide the designer with feedback about possible decomposit
prior to the detailed design phase. The main contribution of
research to the existing method is that, now the developed s
ware is capable of evaluating several products for modularity
addition to the optimization of structural strength and assembla
ity ~ease of assembly! in each design.

2 Previous Work
The work on structural optimization started with proportioni

the dimensions of the structures, and then advanced to var
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geometry of structures~such as nodal coordinates of skelet
structures! for an optimum design. Both rigorous and heuris
methods for topology optimization, i.e., the techniques that
volve changing the entire design topology~for instance the num-
ber of holes in a structure! have developed quickly after earl
1980’s @6,7#. Modern structural topology design methods ena
top-down synthesis of an optimal structure that fits within a spe
fied design domain from the specification of loading and bound
conditions@2#. For instance, Bendsoe and Kikuchi@8# used the
homogenization method to solve for the optimal material distrib
tion with a specified amount of material, for the stiffest topolog
Chapman et al.@9# describe genetic algorithm~GA! based struc-
tural topology optimization of finely discretized design domain
Shea and Cagan@10# present the shape annealing method, wh
uses shape grammar rules with the simulated annealing algor
to perform shape optimization of trusses. Starting with a rand
initial structure, topology exploration occurs by applying topolo
modification rules that transform configurations in the current
sign; metrics for design performance determine the search d
tion in the simulated annealing algorithm.

Transforming the results of the topology optimization proce
into manufacturable objects is an important problem, and rece
attracted interest from structural optimization researchers. Ch
hdast et al.@6,7# describe an additional design phase after achi
ing the optimal topology a frame~beam! model is fit onto the
mesh generated by the homogenization method and cross sec
of the beams are designed using a continuous optimiza
method. Chang and Tang@11# present an integrated design an
manufacturing system that starts from a primitive concept sta
followed by a topology optimization for an initial structural lay
out. The results are then imported into a CAD system to const
parametric solid models for detailed shape optimization with
criteria of minimum manufacturing cost. Another critical tas
when adapting the topology results to real-life objects is the
sign of component interconnections, namely joints. Several
searchers investigated the integration of topology optimization
multi-component structures@12–15#. These approaches, howeve
requires predefined design domains for components and join
an input.

Even though we get inspiration from the extensive work
topology optimization, we see that the essential problem of
composing complex products into simpler components for ass

iver-

in
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bly has not been addressed. In this study, the optimal locat
and attributes of the joints, together with the identification of t
modules for potential sharing, are addressed by simultaneo
decomposing the multiple structures obtained via structural to
ogy optimization. The optimum topology of structures, therefo
is the input to the developed method, rather than the end res

In this regard, our method has more common roots with ass
bly sequence planning applications, which has been an active
search field during the past decade. In most of the solutions
assembly sequence generation, the geometric model of an as
bly is created by describing the components and the spatial
tionship among them@16#. In recent years, features that combi
geometric and functional information have been introduced
modeling and planning for manufacturing of parts. An integra
object-oriented product model is introduced by van Holland a
Bronsvoort@17# for modeling and planning of both single par
and assemblies. Wang and Bourne@18# describe an integrated sys
tem for the design and production of sheet metal parts. They
tomatically generate some features for the sheet metal ben
process as the design progresses. After the designs are com
an automatic process planning system uses the features and
erates new ones to aid the production of plans with near minim
manufacturing costs.

Most algorithms cited in the literature solve assembly proble
by graph searching. Each joining of a component to another c
ponent or to a subassembly is called aliaison. The general ap-
proach is building a liaison diagram and generating all poss
subassemblies by decomposing the graph~also called ‘‘cut-set’’
algorithms!. Then the possible assembly sequences are evalu
based on the given constraints to determine the most suitable
@1,19#. Such an exhaustive searching method requires substa
computational resources even for a simple structure. As a com
tational tool, GAs have proved successful in solving combina
rial and complex problems, such as finding a near-optimal ass
bly plan, with a reasonable execution time@20,21#.

In addition to the structural strength and assemblability crite
incorporated in the objective function in assembly synthe
which was tested and verified in the earlier work@2#, a measure of
modularity is evaluated in this study.

Modularity is commonly associated with the division of pro
ucts into smaller building block,modules, and involves architect-
ing a family of products that share inter-changeable compone
The benefit of part commonality is that, the effort and resour
invested for the design of one module are not considered aga
the component fits another product. Modularity not only enab
simultaneous work in the product development, but the manu
turing process may also be performed in parallel, so lead-tim
can be reduced@22#.

Ishii @23# reports that modularity in product design impacts e
ery stage of the product life-cycle, and also affects serviceab
and recyclability in terms of disassembly, separation, repair,
reprocessing. He introduces a set of metrics and design charts
aid in enhancing life-cycle modularity of product families an
generations. Delayed product differentiation concept, as discu
by He et al.@24# addresses part commonality at an early stage
a manufacturing process; it is proved in their work that modu
design may decrease inventory, manufacturing and material
dling costs. Conner et al.@25# also address economy-of-scal
related aspects of product families, including ease of assem
and manufacture.

Newcomb et al.@26# developed a method employing a com
monality table for the entire product family to identify the effec
of a product platform. They determine the commonality indic
for the different members of the family for different viewpoin
and then combine the measures for the members of the pro
family to achieve an overall platform index. Kota et al.@27# fol-
low a similar approach and present an objective measure ca
the Product Line Commonality Index, to capture the level of co
ponent commonality in a product family. They suggest seek
Journal of Mechanical Design
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functional design features based on configuration similarities~e.g.,
geometric shapes!, kinematic similarities~e.g., joint types and mo-
tion!, actuation similarities and the like. In addition to produ
driven concerns, Yu et al.@28# introduce a customer need basis f
defining the architecture of a portfolio of products.

To study modularity based design decisions quantitatively
multicriteria optimization problem is formulated by Nelson et a
@29#; they analyze Pareto sets that correspond to various de
tive products to develop a systematic product platform des
methodology. Another approach to set up a mathematical fra
work for modular architecture is introduced by Fujita et al.@30#;
they formulate a 0-1 integer programming problem to assess m
ule commonalization.

3 Assembly Synthesis Method
Although proven to be effective, the approaches in the ass

bly planning literature require pre-decomposed component ge
etry as input, hence limiting their application to early phases
the design process when such a decomposition is not yet a
able; it is aimed to overcome this limitation in this project.

In the current approach, a structure obtained via structural
pology optimization is decomposed automatically into an ass
bly consisting of multiple structural members with simpler geo
etries. There are two main steps in the process developed@5#:

1. A two-dimensional bitmap image of a structure obtained
structural topology optimization is transformed to a produ
topology graph through application of image processing
gorithms.

2. The product topology graph is decomposed into subgra
by using a genetic algorithm which results in a decompo
tion of the product with chosen mating features.

During the product topology graph generation, members of
structure are mapped to nodes and the intersections are mapp
multiple edges since they can be joining more than two memb
The search for optimal decomposition can then be posed a
graph-partitioning problem, a discrete optimization task, as
problem is defined over a set of discontinuous states~edges to be
cut by a partition!. In summary, the problem is given the topolog
graph of the structure, obtain the partition representing the opti
decomposition and the mating feature for each joint, subject
cost function evaluating the decomposition quality.

The objective function to evaluate each decomposition can
chosen in the light of the guidelines for Design of Manufacturi
~DFM! and Design for Assembly~DFA! methods in the literature
Typical examples are@31#:

• Maximize standardization~materials, design concepts, com
ponents, tools, fixtures, modular design!

• Select solutions that simplify manufacturing~shape, compo-
sition etc.!

• Choose solutions that enhance uniformity and parallelism
• Minimize the number of required resources

In the current problem it is decided that joining method at ev
joint is assigned as spot weld and the only joint feature conside
is the weld angle which is chosen from discrete set of poss
values. Welding orientation is an important factor in the des
and manufacturing of weld products. Welding orientation sel
tion must be made at the early stages of the design process so
necessary design changes can easily be made to achieve an
mal design solution; consequently other design tasks, such as
ture design, can be completed in parallel@32#.

Since spot weld joints are much weaker against tensile lo
than against shear loads@33#, to evaluate the decomposition ac
cording to the structural strength criteria, the normal stress at
joints and the area on which the normal stress acts are calcul
The evaluation is based on the difference between the ang
which the normal stress is minimum (u ideal) and the chosen mat
ing angle; note that deviation from the ideal angle means hig
MARCH 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 245
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normal stress. So in this formulation maximum structural stren
is achieved when there is no weld~no decomposition case! or
when none of the welds are under tensile stress. Consequentl
reduction in structural strength is defined as the sum of nor
stresses on all welds, which should be minimized.

When assemblability is considered, the similarity of we
angles and the number of welds in the decomposition are ta
into account. Along the line of DFM and DFA rules, it is assum
that lower number of welds is preferred to simplify the assem
process and minimize the required resources. Similar weld an
are favored to end up with higher uniformity and parallelism
the design.

The modularity criteria proposed in this work is implement
by analyzing two structures at a time, and assessing the simil
of the disconnected components to point at a probable part c
monality. A term is added to the objective function to favor t
decompositions that result at: a! components with similar stres
states, represented by the joint angles, b! components that are
geometrically similar to each other, by considering the lengths
thicknesses of their corresponding members, or by using
equivalent measure of shape similarity. Also, before evaluating
cost function component related to modularity, it is certified th
the subgraphs of the components to be shared areisomorphic;
note that this is necessary but not sufficient condition for t
structures to be assembled in the same way.

Thus the final objective function attempts to find a solution t
results in two decompositions with maximum structural streng
maximum assemblability, and one or more components that
be shared by the both designs. To be used as an illustrative
throughout this section, let us consider the two simple struct
design problems given in Fig. 1: note that the only the differen
between~a! and ~b! is the application point of the concentrate
force P51000 N.

The structural topology optimization method is applied to t
two design domains in Fig. 1 to obtain the stiffest structures
cupying a desired fraction~40% in Fig. 2! of the design domains
In the following examples, the publicly available Web-based
pology optimization software1 based on the ‘‘density method’’ o
topology optimization@34# is used for this purpose. After thresh
olding the results, the topologies presented in Figure 2 are
tained. The problem is to find two optimal decompositions
Figs. 2~a! and ~b!, so that the maximum structural strength f
both structures are maintained, and at the same time some
ponents are shared by the products.

3.1 Mathematical Model

3.1.1 Definition of the Design Variables.Let the members of
the structure be mapped to the nodes of the product topo
graph and the intersections be mapped to the edges. This map

1Developed at the Technical University of Denmark: www.topopt.dtu.dk

Fig. 1 The design problems to be addressed simultaneously
246 Õ Vol. 126, MARCH 2004
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is done automatically using the image processing tools2 developed
by Yetis and Saitou@5#, which is an improvement of the grap
extraction algorithm by Chirehdast@7#. The graph representatio
for the optimum topology of the first design problem is given
Fig. 3~b! as an example. So the whole structure can be represe
asG5(V,E) with a node setV and an edge setE. The problem of
optimal decomposition becomes one of finding a partition, i.e.,
design variableP, of the node setV such that the objective func
tion, c(P), is maximized.

Mating features at the joints are to be used to assess the s
tural strength of the members: therefore a set,F, of joint features
must be defined to be able to evaluate different decompositi
Based on assumptions in the earlier work,F is the set of possible
mating angles at the welded joints.

The optimal partitioning ofG can be represented mathema
cally by a vectorx5(x1 ,x2 , . . . ,xuEu) wherexi is a binary vari-
able representing the presence of edgeei in the decomposition
defined by the partitioning P. Another vector y
5(y1 ,y2 , . . . ,yuEu) is defined to store the mating features f
each edgeei ; note that domain ofy depends on the model of th
joint represented by the edge. As an illustration of the conc
consider Fig. 3~c!, where a certain partitioning is depicted; a
the marked edges are cut in the graph, and the ones with a circ
spot are to be welded~also shown as dashed lines in the seco
part of Fig. 3~c!!. Figure 3~d! presents the correspondin
decomposition.

3.1.2 Definition of the Constraints.The constraint on the
vectorx, which represents the presence of edges, is the follow

COMPONENTS~GRAPH~x!!5k (1)

where

• GRAPH(x) returns the graph after the edges withxi50 in
vector x, have been removed from the original topolog
graph,

• COMPONENTS(G) returns the number of disconnecte
components in graphG,

• k denotes the desired number of components specified by
user.

The constraint on vectory is as follows:

yiPF (2)

whereF is the set of mating angles at which spot welds can
applied at the joints. One element of setF represents the case fo
no weld at the corresponding joint.

Another constraint is imposed on the combination of the v
tors x andy in the following way:

IS–CONNECTED~COMBINED–GRAPH~x,y!!51 (3)

where

2LEDA library developed at the Max-Planck Institute of Computer Science
used for the graph algorithms.

Fig. 2 Optimum topologies for the design problems
Transactions of the ASME
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• IS–CONNECTED(G) is a function which returns 1 if the
graph G is connected and returns 0 otherwise.

• COMBINED–GRAPH~x,y! is a function that returns a grap
which consists of the nodes of the original graph and
edges in vectorsx, y. This constraint ensures that the comb
nation of the decomposition given by vectorx and the mating
angles given by vectory constitutes a structure which has th
same connectivity as the original disconnected structure.

3.1.3 Definition of the Objective Function.Objective func-
tion will evaluate each decomposition according to the followi
criteria:

• Reduction of structural strength due to introduction of join
• Assemblability of the decomposed structures
• The maximum modularity of the structures

To evaluate the decomposition according to the structu
strength criteria, the normal stress at the joints and the area
which the normal stress acts are calculated. The evaluatio
based on the difference between the angle at which the nor
stress is minimum,u i

ideal , and the chosen welding angle given b
vector y, as deviation from the ideal angle means higher norm
stress. The stress at the chosen angle multiplied by the weld
provides a measure of force acting on the weld which is also u
in evaluating the decrease in strength. A weld with larger a
introduces a higher amount of decrease in strength than a w
with smaller area.

While assessing the decomposition with respect to the ass

Fig. 3 Graph representation for problem 1
Journal of Mechanical Design
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blability criteria, the similarity of weld angles and the number
welds in the decomposition are taken into account. Obviou
lower number of welds and similar weld angles result in high
assemblability.

These criteria result in the following objective function comp
nent for structural considerations:

f s~x,y!5w1 (
i 51

Nwelds

~u i2u i
ideal!21w2 (

i 51

Nwelds

~s i~u i !Ai~u i !!

1w3 (
i 51

Nwelds

(
j 5 i 11

Nwelds

~u i2u j !
21w4Nwelds (4)

The variables are defined as follows:
x5(xi) xi is a binary variable representing the presence of e
ei in subsetx
y5(yi) yi is discrete variable representing the choice of we
angle at jointi
wi weight of i -th criteria in the objective function
Nwelds total number of welds in the decomposed structure
u i weld angle with respect to vertical direction at jointi
u i

ideal angle of minimum normal stress at jointi
s i(u i) normal stress at jointi at angleu i
Ai(u i) weld area at jointi ~function of u i)

As the second part of the objective function, the cost funct
for modularity is incorporated to evaluate two attributes of t
components to be shared between the structures:

1. Similarity in stresses that the components are subject to:
condition is simply implemented by maintaining that joi
angles of the components should be close to each other

2. Similarity in shapes of the components in a given~user-
specified! tolerance: this attribute is checked by compari
the components with respect to their areas.

Note that this procedure requires that all components that c
out of the decomposition process of one structure be comp
with the components in the second design problem. Howe
probably only a few of the components at each iteration will ha
the same number of members assembled in a similar man
Thus, before evaluating how similar two components are, it
convenient to test if the corresponding subgraphs areisomorphic:
the modularity cost function should return a large number if
components are found to beisomorphic, and if this check is
passed, then the similarity measure can be applied. Conside
the computational overhead of this check, a simple approximat
actually a necessary but not sufficient condition is utilized in
software: it is required that the components have an equal num
of nodes and edges to be shared. A fastgraph isomorphismcheck
algorithm will be employed for more complex design problems
the future work.

Thus the modularity component of the objective function
implemented as follows:
function f m(x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2)

1. cost50
2. for each pair of subgraphs (g1

k ,g2
l )

3. if Is–Isomorphic(g1
k ,g2

l )5TRUE

4. cost5cost1w5(
i 51
Nwelds

c

((u1) i2(u2) i)
21w6h(g1

k ,g2
l )

5. elsecost5cost1a large number
return cost (5)

where

• g1
k andg2

l are two subgraphs representing the componen
structures 1 and 2 decomposed as specified inx1 , y1 andx2 ,
y2 , respectively.

• Superscriptsk and l are the indices of subgraphs in eac
structure.

• w5 andw6 are the weights for the corresponding criteria,
MARCH 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 247
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• (u1) i and (u2) i are the weld angles at jointi of each compo-
nent,

• Nwelds
c is the number of welds in the shared components,

• Is–Isomorphic(g1
k ,g2

l ) is a function that returns TRUE i

subgraphsg1
k , g2

l are isomorphic, FALSE otherwise. For the
time being the function only checks if the two subgrap
have the same number of nodes and edges. Therefore the
of the combinatorial problem that results from checking ea
pair of subgraphs from the structures decreases consider

• h(g1
k ,g2

l ) is a function that returns a measure of geome
similarity between the components. This measure is reali
by the calculation of first moments of component areas w
respect to origin; so the locations of the components in
configuration are also incorporated.

Note that beforef m(x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2) returns a cost at an iteration
all components, i.e., all subgraphs are examined, and only if n
of them areisomorphica large number is returned to introduce
penalty for lack of part commonality. In a similar manner, if mo
than one component in each structure match with others, the s
larity measures are added up to favor the sharing of several c
ponents among the products.

The constraints and objective function combine to give the
lowing optimization problem:

minimize f (x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2)5 f s(x1 ,y1)1 f s(x2 ,y2)
1 f m(x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2)

subject to
x1P$0,1% uE1u

x2P$0,1% uE2u

y1PF5$0,1,2,3,4% uE1u

y2PF5$0,1,2,3,4% uE2u

COMPONENTS(GRAPH(x1))5k1
COMPONENTS(GRAPH(x2))5k2
IS–CONNECTED(COMBINED–GRAPH(x1 ,y1))51
IS–CONNECTED(COMBINED–GRAPH(x2 ,y2))51

3.2 Optimization Method. The exact solution of the grap
partitioning problem, even with a linear objective function, r
quires exponential computation@34#. Noting the computationa
overhead and high nonlinearity of the cost function, a gen
algorithm ~GA!, is conveniently used in this project. GAs a
regarded as a compromise between random and informed se
methods, and they have proved very efficient in the solution
discrete optimization problems.

The decomposition problem is to be solved by using a stea
state GA@36#. Instead of replacing all parents by their children
in conventional~generational! GA, this approach involves keepin
a specified percentage of the population and renewing the
with the newly formed chromosomes. The basic flow of the al
rithm is given below. Note that the fitness is assumed to bemini-
mized:

1. Randomly create a populationP of n chromosomes~an en-
coded representation of design variables! and evaluate their
fitness values and store the chromosome with theminimum
fitness value. Also create an empty subpopulationQ.

2. Select two chromosomesci and cj in P with probability
proportional to (f max2fi) and (f max2f j), respectively, where
f i and f j are the fitness value of chromosomeci andcj , and
f max is the maximum fitness inP at the current generation.

3. Crossoverci and cj to generate two new chromosomesci8
andcj8 .

4. Mutateci8 andcj8 with a certain low probability.
5. Evaluate the fitness values ofci8 andcj8 and add them inQ.

If Q contains less thanm new chromosomes, go to 2.
6. Replacem chromosomes inP with the ones inQ and empty

Q. Update the best chromosome and increment the gen
248 Õ Vol. 126, MARCH 2004
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tion counter. If the generation counter has reached a p
specified number, terminate the process and return the
chromosome. Otherwise go to 2.

Empirical advantages of steady-state GA are that it preve
premature convergence of population and reaches an optima
lution with fewer number of fitness evaluations@36#. These im-
provements can be attributed to the fact that child chromoso
can mate with their parents in subsequent steps of the steady-
procedure, leading to better solutions faster. The resulting child
are also often checked against the remaining parents to avoid
plication and possible early domination.

Each solution is encoded in a chromosome in the follow
way: The chromosome is of length 2uEu whereuEu is the number
of the edges in the graph. FirstuEu genes carry binary information
about which edges of the topology graph are kept and which
removed to produce a decomposition~Fig. 4!. If the i th element of
the chromosome is 0, it means that this edge has been cut in
particular decomposition represented by this chromosome.

The second half of the chromosome carries the informat
about which discrete choice of possible mating angles is cho
for a given joint ~Fig. 5!. The (uEu1 i )th element carries the
choice of mating angle for thei th joint ~edge in the graph!.

Since the procedure introduced in this project requires the
multaneous evaluation of two structures, apparently the chro
somes given in Figs. 4 and 5 cannot be used on their own
simple way of examining two chromosomes, i.e., two partitioni
problems at once is combining the chromosomes and treating
genome properly by customized crossover and mutation op
tions. Then the length of the chromosome becomes 2uE1u
12uE2u, whereE1 andE2 represent the number of edges in ea
structure’s topology graph. Since the customization of the ope
tions and representations given in this section for this new ap
cation only involves the repetition of the tasks for both 1st a
2nd structures, and the implementation consists of solely chan
the indices to point to the correct gene, details are avoided in
paper.

For this study, the possible mating angles have been chose
245, 0, 45, 90 degrees from the vertical and map to gene va
of 1, 2, 3, 4, respectively, as given in Fig. 6. A gene value of z
means no weld at that intersection.

Since chromosomes representing the decompositions carry
different kinds of information (xi is binary andyiPF) the cross-
over and the mutation operators have been customized. The c
over operator treats the first and second halves of the chromos
simultaneously since the information in the second half comp
ments the information in the second half and only combinations
corresponding genes in the first and second halves represe
good or bad solution. Therefore application of crossover at
same point in both halves preserves the good or bad nature o
chromosome. Practically the custom crossover operator is a m
point crossover operator~Fig. 7!.

As genetic algorithms do not handle constraints directly,
constraints in the mathematical problem formulation have to

Fig. 4 First half of chromosome with binary information

Fig. 5 Second half of chromosome with mating angle
information
Transactions of the ASME
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translated into penalty terms. Therefore, the fitness function
consist of two main terms; the objective function valu
f (x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2) of the decomposition and the penalty term whic
imposes the constraints of the mathematical model:

Fitness5 f ~x1 ,y1 ,x2 ,y2!1Penalty terms (6)

The constraint on vectorsx and y are imposed simply by the
chromosome representation of the problem, i.e., genes in the
half of the chromosome are binary values imposing the constr
xiP$0,1% and genes in the second half of the chromosome
only have values imposing the conditionyiPF, whereF is the set
of possible mating angles.

The constraint on the number of components is imposed a
penalty term in the fitness function by taking the difference of t
resulting number of components and the one specified by the u

Penalty5~COMPONENTS~GRAPH~x!!2k!2 (7)

Connectivity constraint is implemented by returning a fitness
infinity ~very large number in the software implementation! for
decompositions lacking connectivity, i.e., returning 0 when pas
to the IS–CONNECTED(G) function. Structurally disconnected
decompositions, which are not feasible, are eliminated by
constraint straight away.

3.3 Decomposition of the Products. Using a population
ranging between 200 and 300 members, and running the gen
algorithm with a termination condition of about 5000 iteration
several local minima, i.e., optimal decompositions are obtain
~Fig. 8!. It turns out that using a small number of iterations is n
enough for the system to reach a steady population. As expec
the search space is really spacious and the convergence to a
ferent solution is highly dependent on the random initial popu
tion. Fortunately, due to the fact that the finite element analysi
performeda priori, and results are stored in a look-up table, t
whole process takes around 30 seconds on a Pentium III 800 M
computer. The fast approximate isomorphism check also cont
utes to the good speed of the software. So the optimization ca
performed repeatedly to cover increasingly bigger areas in
search space, to ultimately reach the global optimum.

The decomposition given in Fig. 8~a! is found to be the best
solution when modularity consideration has a sufficient weight
force the designs to share a component at all times. Though

Fig. 6 Possible mating angles at the joints

Fig. 7 Crossover of two chromosomes
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best solution agrees with the human intuition that the triangu
components in the both products should be shared in some w
note that the ideal case that involves two shared components~Fig.
8~b!! has a cost nearly 50% more than the best cost in Fig. 8~a!.
So the expected ideal configuration is essentially not feasible
less the modularity measure is far more important than the st
tural strength and assemblability considerations. However if so
manufacturability criterion was present as well, the best solut
might be disregarded due to the complex shape of the sec
configuration.
cost

An important observation is that, in the modularity criteria, th
term that contains the resemblance of angles cannot be made
large, i.e., the corresponding weight has an upper bound. W
one tries to increase this weight to force that the shared com
nents have similar angles, the solutions tend to avoid having
commonality. A further analysis is certainly necessary to inves
gate this conflict, but at this stage it will be only inferred th
practically it is difficult to make the shared components have sim
lar weld angles.

To examine the effects of the modularity terms in the object
function, the earlier version of the assembly synthesis implem
tation as reported in@2# is used, and the configurations that resu
from solely structural measures are presented in Fig. 9. Note
while the optimal configuration in Fig. 9~a! agrees with the
minima found in the scope of the modularity analysis, the stru
tural measures, when applied alone, lead to different decomp
tions for the second problem as can be observed by compa
Fig. 8 with Fig. 9~b!. For further insight into the obtained solution
the ideal angles for the joints and the von Mises stress distri
tions for both structures are given in Fig. 10 and Fig.
respectively.

Fig. 8 The minima for the sample problem. The components
marked with ‘‘ s ’’ are shared among the products.

Fig. 9 Decompositions when only structural measures are
used
MARCH 2004, Vol. 126 Õ 249
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4 Case Study: Bicycle Frame Design
To demonstrate the capabilities of the method better, a real

problem is addressed as a case study. The goal in this proble
to decompose two similar bicycle frames in an optimal way. A
parently spot-welding is not the usual joining method for bicyc
frames; however we apply our formulation without any modific
tion for illustration purposes only. Figure 12 illustrates the bicyc
frame design model as given by Chirehdast et al.@6#; with a few
simplifications in the loading conditions, this model is the starti
point of our example. Chirehdast et al. use a three-phase de
process called Integrated Structural Optimization System~ISOS!.
In Phase I, an optimal initial topology is created by a homoge
zation method as a gray-scale image. In Phase II, the imag
transformed to a smoother and realizable design using comp
vision techniques. In Phase III, the design is parameterized

Fig. 10 Ideal angles calculated for the joints using the results
of the finite element analysis

Fig. 11 Stress distributions for the sample problem. Maximum
stresses are 600 MPa and 500 MPa respectively for the two
structures. Stress increases from dark to light regions.

Fig. 12 Bicycle frame model modified from Chirehdast et al.,
†6‡
250 Õ Vol. 126, MARCH 2004
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andconventional size and shape optimization methods are emplo
The model in Fig. 12 is the starting point of Phase I in ISO
environment.

Figure 13 presents the original loadings and the resulting o
mal topology. Changing the application point of the load on t
handle, taking into account the fact that some bicycle models h
the handle lower than the seat, the optimal configuration give
Fig. 14 is obtained. The resulting structures are similar at fi
sight, but slightly different in geometry, which make them ide
candidates for a modularity analysis. Note that Fig. 13~b! is the
same as the optimal configuration given in@6# at the end of Phase
II, and also very close to the customary frames offered by
industry.

The von Mises stress distribution and the ideal angles as g
in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 are obtained using Abaqus, with a mesh

Fig. 13 Loads and boundary conditions for the first frame

Fig. 14 Loads and boundary conditions for the second frame.
Application point of the „1000 N, 140 N… load is slightly changed
compared to Fig. 13.
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of 25 mm by 25 mm. Table 1 gives the typical GA paramet
used during the optimization run. The weight values for the
jective function terms are also tabulated~Table 2!. To better visu-
alize the influence of the modularity terms in the objective fun
tion, the software is run initially with only structural criteria, an
the decompositions presented in Fig. 17 and Fig. 18 are foun
be the optimal solutions. Consequently carrying out the modu
ity analysis, several local optimal solutions with close costs
achieved~Fig. 19!. The evolution history graph depicting th
change in each objective function term and visualizing the c
vergence of the GA is given in Fig. 20.

Note that in general the resulting decompositions are simila
the analysis for structural criteria, but especially the second fra
converges to a single solution to share the triangular compo
on the left of the structure. Another interesting observation is
shared component shown in Fig. 19~a!, this solution would not be
possible without the area-moment calculation, which evalua
geometric similarity in a rotationally invariant way.

5 Discussion and Future Work
We observe that the algorithm manages to find an accept

solution, allowing the sharing of one component by both e
products and still maintaining a good structural strength and
semblability. It may be necessary, however, to carry out the s

Fig. 15 Stress distributions for the frames. Maximum stresses
are 170 MPa and 100 MPa respectively for the two structures.
Stress increases from dark to light regions.

Table 1 Typical run-time GA parameters used in the case
study

Population size 200
Number of generations 3000
Crossover probability 90%
Mutation probability 1%
Population replacement 20%

Table 2 Typical weight values for objective function terms

w1 ~deviation from ideal angle! 100.0
w2 ~tensile force on welds! 1.0
w3 ~similarity of joint angles! 10.0
w4 ~number of welds! 1000.0
w5 ~weld angles of modules! 1000.0
w6 ~geometric similarity of modules! 1.0
Journal of Mechanical Design
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thesis with different objective function weights in a systema
way to have a complete understanding of the design. Note that
process is essentially equivalent to estimating thePareto set3 in a
multicriteria optimization problem. In the specific examples pr
sented in this study, the weights are determined by trial-and-er
taking into account the relative function values; the optimal so
tions are not found to be very sensitive to changes in the weig
For more complex problems this might not hold true, so this iss
will be addressed more rigorously in the future.

Besides the objective function weights, there are two us
specified parameters that potentially have influence on the opt
zation results. One is the shape similarity tolerance that is use
decide if two components are geometrically similar; it turns o
the results are not very sensitive to this value. The second par
eter, the desired number of components~k!, however, is much
more critical. Though as done in the examples given in this pa
several different optimization runs with differentk values are fea-
sible, for complex problems the value could be hard to pred
Ideally the number of components should be the result of
optimization, instead of an input, which will be realized when
manufacturability criterion is implemented in the future versio
of the method. The decomposition then would result in the op
mal sizes of components, and consequently the optimal value
k.

The approximation used instead of a formalgraph isomorphism
check seems to be working well, obviously introducing a fas
evaluation of the objective function. However for larger grap
this approximation may not be applicable; there may be ma
subgraphs having the same number of nodes and edges bu
having isomorphism, leading the software to incorrect modul
identifications. So either a better approximation or an exact i
morphism check is needed for larger scale problems. It is plan
to employ exact graph isomorphism in the future applicatio
though this would mean exponential increase in computatio
overhead, it is expected that the graphs of concern will not
extremely large, so the additional computation expense is a g
trade-off with accuracy.

A possible research direction for the future work is applyin
assembly synthesis during the process of structural topology o

3For minimization, a valuey of a vector function is said to be Pareto optimal if n
other value of the vector function is smaller thany in all components.

Fig. 16 Ideal joint angles for the frames

Fig. 17 Decomposition of frame 1 when only structural mea-
sures are used, i.e., w 5Äw 6Ä0.
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mization, not afterwards, considerably broadening the sea
space for the optimal design. Another improvement may be inc
porating additional objectives into the problem formulation and
a result into the fitness evaluation. Also complex modeling of jo

Fig. 18 Decomposition of frame 2 when only structural mea-
sures are used. a… and b… are two alternative decompositions
with close cost values.

Fig. 19 Decomposition of the frames for modularity. The com-
ponents marked with ‘‘ s ’’ are shared among the products.
252 Õ Vol. 126, MARCH 2004
rch
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features can be done to achieve more accurate evaluation of e
of joints on structural stiffness and strength. Ultimately, extens
to 3-D structures is necessary to extend the application of
method devised in this research to real-life cases in the indus
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Fig. 20 Optimization history of a typical GA run for the bicycle
design example for each objective function term: „a… f s„x1 ,y1…,
„b… f s„x2 ,y2…, and „c… number of modules. The values shown in
the plots are of the best individual for each generation.
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